Books About Magic
(Ages 12-18)
Midnight Magic

Book of Shadows

Mangus the magician has been
commanded to free a Princess
from a terrible ghost.
Unfortunately, Mangus doesn’t
believe in ghosts. Or magic.

Morgan is persuaded, along with
her friend Bree, to join a coven
by the handsome Cal. There she
discovers she has strong,
inexplicable powers.

By Avi

Bras and
Broomsticks

By Cate Tiernan

Hex Education
By Emily Gould

By Sarah Mlynowski

Drawn across the country to
Mythic, Massachusetts, Sophie is
adopted by the coolest girls in
school – only to discover they’re
a coven of witches and she is
their leader.

A College of Magics

So You Want to be a
Wizard

Rachel decides to convince her
newly witchy little sister to cast
a FEW harmless spells so she
can get a date for Spring Fling.
What could go wrong?

By Caroline Stevermer

Faris is sent to Greenlaw
College to get her out of the
way so her uncle can rule her
dukedom. But at this college all
the students study… magic.

By Diane Duane

Nita Callahan and her pal Kit
embark on a mission to locate an
ancient book that holds the key
to preserving the universe.

The Goblin Wood

Wild Magic

Makenna, a young hedge witch,
uses her limited magic and her
cunning to protect the Goblins
against the Decree of Bright
Magic. Until Tobin, a knight on
a mission to reclaim his lost
honour, enters the woods…

Born with “Wild Magic” – the
ability to communicate, control,
and turn into animals – Daine’s
gift may well be her kingdom’s
only hope now that Immortals
(creatures from another world
which live forever) have invaded.

By Hilari Bell

By Tamora Pierce

The House of Many
Ways

The Salem Witch
Tryouts

Chairman Baker is left to look
after the house of her Great
Uncle (the Royal Wizard) while
he’s away. Things soon become
confusing since his one door
can lead to anywhere at
anytime.

Prudence has it all – until her
parents announce they’re all
witches and they’re moving to
Salem Massachusetts. Worst of
all, Pru has to enroll in an all
magic school – and she’s failing
Witchcraft 101.

By Diana Wynne Jones

By Kelly McClymer

